Surbiton, but will probably go for a little joy-ride via die
Yorkshire dales and the Lakes, in an aeroplane that will travel
smoothly, safely, and rapidly, at the not too extravagant
speed of four hundred miles an hour. His altitude may be
anything up to 20,000 feet, die height depending upon
climatic conditions, above or below storms, as the case may
be, but the expert Smith will avoid them in very much the
same way as we now avoid people in the street.
"It is patently evident diat soon there will be a linked air
service round the globe. With every day that passes the efforts
towards perfecting aerial transport make their forward way.
Those who gaze with tremulous wonder at a big aeroplane
and thank their stars diat they are on terra firma, will find that
it will pay them to dismiss that fear.
'"Already the air as a means of transport is safer than the
comparatively peaceful transit of a busy London street. Whether
you are travelling to Bombay or Sydney, to Leeds or Edin-
burgh, you will be in an air liner with sleeping-rooms, res-
taurant, and promenade decks. You will look down upon
other liners passing, rushing through space and over the
world's continents, each, according to its category, whether
passenger or cargo, being allotted a definite flying level to
obviate the risk of collision.
"In the days now fast approaching there will be landing-
stages at your door, distance will not be the threat that it was,
and travel will be deprived of its tedium.
"We shall be journeying to India in two days and less, leaving
London, for example, on Monday morning, and arriving at
Bombay in time for dinner on Tuesday evening. Within a
few years the time to Bombay will be anything from twelve
to twenty hours, for aerial science is concentrating on revolu-
tionary forms of propulsion.
"The flights over Everest and Kanschenjunga drew attention
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to the rapid strides it is making. With every day that passes the
efforts towards perfecting aerial transport and developing civil
and commercial aviation make their forward way. With them
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